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DESIGNING WITH A PURPOSE

WE ARE 
A CREATIVE     
DESIGN STUDIO



Our business is our passion. Design, colour and creativeness lie 
at our core and we’re proud of our reputation for originality. Our 
enthusiasm for fresh design means we always aim to provide 
tailored products for our clients. We generate deliverables of a 
high standard to ensure a positive visual impact that enhances 
goods and services. 

Our focus is to help your business use design to its advantage to 
create strong branding, alluring print and digital design with an 
edge.

We offer efficient, friendly and professional customer service, 
working closely with our clients to develop the most effective 

ideas and concepts. The most appropriate media and styles are 
combined to ensure we communicate your objectives with a 
strong and unique brand identity. 

We are based in Aberdeen and work with both UK and 
overseas clients to produce high quality graphic design. We 
believe that our extremely attractive design rates are great 
value for money that will show return through the elevation of 
your brand.

We have experience in delivering eye-catching graphics, field 
development schematics and formats for exhibitions, events 
and digital platforms.

Providing services with 
determination and 

ambition to build trusting, 
valued relationships

We are passionate 
about the designs we 
create and the work 

we produce

Creating tailored, 
innovative graphic 

solutions

Every project, big or small, 
is treated with the same 

care and attention



GRAPHIC DESIGN, 
BRAND SOLUTION 
AND PRINT

Studio No7 is not just a graphic design agency, it is a 
platform that assures satisfaction through top quality 
design and branding solutions. Create the right 
impression... designing a brand is not just a logo, it
is a foundation on which a business can build upon.

Our experience allows us to offer a wide range of 
services including graphic design, brand identity, 
advertising, infographics, newsletters, annual reports, 
presentations, magazine and brochure design, exhibition 
and displays. Studio No7 can help you create a stand-out 
visual identity to grow your business. We can support 
your project from creating ideas and concepts through 
to launching the final designs for print.



Our creative skills 
combined with our 
industry knowledge 
allow us to provide 
tailored graphic 
solutions for your 
business.
Jamie Watson, Creative Director

“



WEB DEVELOPMENT AND DIGITAL DESIGN

Studio No7 offers professional website design and build service, 
enabling your business to reach a wider audience. We aim to 
provide a fully bespoke website design service built around you 
and your business.
 

We work with our clients to help them identify their website 
goals, develop content and build effective, user-friendly 
solutions. Whether you are looking for a simple website, a 
bespoke content management system, e-commerce package 
or social media and digital advertising, we have a solution for 
your business requirements.



FIELD DEVELOPMENT SCHEMATICS

Studio No7 benefits from extensive experience of the oil & gas sector. Allow 
us to provide bespoke field schematics to create an artistic impression that 
showcases your project. These high-impact drawings are a perfect adjunct 
to augment presentations, reports or tenders through a strong visual 
representation of proposed plans.



+44 1224 046530
+44 7807 166679
Jamie.Watson@studio-7.co.uk
www.studio-7.co.uk

Let’s get creative. Get in touch today.


